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About This Game

Strap your helmet on and step into the life-like practice facility of Quarterback Snap, an exhilarating football passing game for
HTC Vive. Test your skills as a quarterback in training by racing against the clock to land as many passes as you can in the

hands of your receivers.

You have 90 seconds to grab as many balls as you can, and using that golden arm of yours, send them flying through one of your
six changing receiver targets. Coach Mike will be tracking your stats, so just like one of the greats, you’ll need relentless speed

and precision if you want to make it to the top of the Quarterback Hall of Fame.

River Studios has designed this game to combine the joy of throwing a football in real life with all the fun of an arcade shooting
gallery. Perfect your technique with a few pointers from your Coach before running against the clock. Hit a hot streak and stack

up big point bonuses by keeping your fireballs on target. Compete for the number one QB score at home, with friends and
globally across Steam.

Features:

Life-like training facility, coaching staff and fully spatialized audio provide an unbelievably immersive experience.

Start with 90 seconds on the clock. Time is against you. Move quickly and efficiently to score in this fast paced sprint
for stardom. Don’t let the pressure get to you though, too many missed passes and you’ll be ridin’ bench in no time.
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Keep your head on a swivel to catch passing opportunities from any one of your six receivers. Hit your targets as soon as
they pop up for extra points. These guys can’t stay open for long!

A list of passing stats after every round help you track your progress and compare how you measure up against your
personal best.

Check the three leaderboards (Local, Global & Steam friends) early and often to keep track of your competition. Are
you a big fish in a small pond, or a true Hall of Famer?

Hit a few targets without missing? Well you’re hot now! Throw fireballs to keep the streak alive as long as you can!
Accuracy is rewarded.

Throw an epic round? Well then grab a pen and sign your name in VR for the Hall of Fame.

Pick up a few tips from your coach in the Tutorial mode, or spend a little time perfecting your pass in Training before
putting it on the line in Competition.

Quarterback SNAP is the first HTC Vive game to feature a real 3D character captured with 8i technology.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt8ZnfmFOn0. A walking simulator with a very interest concept and story. It delivers a
disturbing experience and is very good to keep the player on edge. But alas it has a fundamental flaw: A walking simulator must
allow freedom of exploration and how the game should progress but the mandatory actions required to solve some parts of the
game have no logic or need and breaks the immersion.. Very funny and cool game! At the beginning I haven't thought that it will
be too hard, but after losing a couple of characters, I realized that there is a different strategy for each fight.
Great Job!. I mean this game is good, needs a little work on bugs and patches. They should add some extra features such as
- No voice command.
- Unable to select traffic density.
- Only one setting for time compression. You either play real time, or max acceleration. No 2x, 4x, etc.
- Extended commands (i.e. "VIA" and "AFTER TAKEOFF FLY...") are not part of the UI, have to be typed manually.

But in time I hope they improve it and update it but overall not a bad game, maybe wait till it goes on sale.. Turned it on. Went
to a room got knocked out. Woke up in a forest. Ran to get out of the cold on obvious path to a bunker.
Ran around the bunker for about 15 minutes. ddint see a monster. No things to pick up cept a flashlight which is not needed.
ran around soem more through some vents standing up full speed. Then logged off.
 Loads of fun !

No not really. worst game i ever played besides som eother bad game that faded from memory.. Medieval strategy game. Like
total war. Played campaimg for a 20 minutes and found that the game aint very good, and actually is pretty booring. Tryed once
multiplayer with my friends and got black screen and server dropped us both. 3/10. This game is actually not bad at all. It does
have some minor issues, not so much issues, but more ‘growing pains’ from early access and the fact it obviously is not a AAA
title. However, it sure seems to want to be one, and it does have a long way to go. The story is good and painful at the same time.
The voice acting is painful at times. Sometimes I just wish it was just delivered in text. But again, this is most likely due to
budget issues with the developer as this is an Indy title in development. The story also has what I feel is way to many cut scenes
that are unnecessarily long and sometimes not even needed.

The combat is solid. You get a true dog fight feeling from this game. The games strong point is combat. Piloting the ship in
manual is fun as well, no complaints with that. Now with auto mode, it can be confusing. You do have two modes, manual and
auto. Traveling, mining and looting is all done in auto, while fighting is done in manual. It is an unusual approach that will take
many to get adjusted too. I still am mixed on the different modes.

Trading is quite good. You can compare prices from around the universe and come up with solid trade routes. Many different
commodities are available with different demands per station. I personally have not dove far into trading, but it’s something I
plan on exploring soon as it is a new addition to this fun game.

The stations are well done. I’ve only been to a couple and each have a feel, or a personality, depending on what kind of station it
is. With my limited experience with this, I can’t go too far into details as I am still exploring different stations, but it does appear
they each have a different look and feel.

In conclusion, this game is solid and entertaining. It does seem to have a long way to go before it can be compared to anything
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out there. Some people compare it to freelancer. I feel this game has a long long way to go before it can compare to that classic
space game. But I do think that as long as development is not rushed and more time is put into it to make it feel more polished,
it in time, will be compared to games in the future. I have reservations, but at the same time, I do enjoy the game in its current
state. Should the game be released now, I would call it a ‘meh’ game for a time waster. I really hope the developer will take this
game further and polish it more and make it into something fantastic.
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Saw this game a while back and thought it looked too weird for me. How wrong I was, this gem of a roguelike is easy to get into
but hard to master. Lots of variety in mechanics and environments to keep you going and constantly updated to keep things
fresh. Also has lots of other modes that change the geometry and even one that lets you play a 4-player co-op shoot-'em-up.

All in all, a good value, spectacular roguelike.. EDIT: Change to recommended. After first round of PVE balance changes,
hopeful that core mechanics will improve enough to compensate for some of what is listed below.*

So here's the problem I have with this game. There are limited ways to earn embers, which aside from purchasing gems is the
primary way of unlocking minions. After about level 6 on each minion and with maybe two unlocked, the difference between
your minions and the NPCs or sometimes other player characters become apparent.

You have to grind matches either against the pc (that you've already won) at a greatly reduced gold intake, or do pvp matches
against other players for a decent payout. If you lose either, you get nothing.

There are some bonus missions that can be done for extra embers, but they may not be ones you can complete - for example, do
10 moon attacks in winning pvp matches. I don't even have a moon minion, and withour earning embers (or spending real $$ on
gems) who knows when I'll have one?

I see this game as a huge time sink with little rewards, though it is fun enough on the surface.. Finding it difficult to navigate.
Game is not very clear and sometimes doesnt scroll properly. It doesnt hold my attention very well and lacks excitement, its
rather dull which is a shame as it has potential. Save your money.. Really fun game!
positive:
+ arcade look
+ console
+ awesome soundtrack
+ skill system
+ unbeatable for the price point
+ theorycrafting
+ a lot of fun!!!

negative:
- can get really messy on the screen
- Add a ,,photosensitive epilepsy warning" !!!
- no change in environment
- could use some more help/tooltips on passives/classes/devices for better understanding. Popcap knows how to make great pick-
up-and-play games, and this is no exception. It's fast-paced fun that anyone can enjoy. My only gripe with it is that because of
its story mode, I find it really hard to recommend this one to anyone but the absolute hard-core players. My reasoning for this is
because the levels get so fast-paced, and so difficult, they they border on impossible, and that really gets aggrevating when the
player just wants to see what happens next in the story.
My tip for putting a story mode into a puzzle game, make it its own separate mode with it's own gameplay gimmicks, so that it
can be beaten.

That's really a minor complint, and it caused me to damage one of my computer hard drives to the point where I could still
access the data, but it would constantly freeze whenever I tried to do anything ever on it. I wound up having to pull it and put in
a new one.

Anyway, on its own, this game is a lot of fun, but its story mode leaves a lot to be desired. Some of the levels border on
impossible, and whats worse, if you stop playing for a long perioud of time, than any progress you made, and unlocked
characters, you gotta do it all over again.. I love these Delicious casual games. This one is more of the same, so if you like the
others, you'd good. I don't like that you have to repeat the daily quest a million days in a row to unlock the "buy everything"
achievement.... but whatchya gonna do.. it's free and what menses is not to like?. Killed some time with this back in college, but
it's pretty meh. Collect resources, upgrade your mothership and your fightercraft, research and build...but the mechanics don't
come together, it feels shallow, the interface is a pain, and it doesn't do bigger than 800x600. The concept isn't flawed, it's just
too small: the mechanics would have been fine in a shorter game, a flash game, that kind of thing, but stretched out to full-game
length it suffers. This game doesn't need a strategic map, but you have to slog through it anyway. Worst of all is that it caps what
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you're allowed to research pretty aggressively, so early in the game you're sitting on max levels of resources that you can't spend.
Way to identify the fun part of the game and then kick it like a puppy, guys.

I still have fond memories of this game though, mainly from one night when I heard the starbase alarm going off, said "Hey wait
my mothership is still at full health", and realized it was my next door neighbor playing at full volume.

Verdict: Go play Tyrian instead. That's what you really wanted anyway..
[Verse 1:]
We touch I feel a rush
We clutch it isn't much
But it's enough to make me wonder what's in store for us
It's lust, it's torturous
You must be a sorceress 'cause you just
Did the impossible
Gained my trust don't play games it'll be dangerous
If you ♥♥♥♥ me over
'Cause if I get burnt I'ma show you what it's like to hurt
'Cause I've been treated like dirt before you
And love is "evol"
Spell it backwards I'll show you

Nobody knows me I'm cold
Walk down this road all alone
It's no one's fault but my own
It's the path I've chosen to go
Frozen as snow I show no emotion whatsoever so
Don't ask me why I have no love for these mother♥♥♥♥ing ho's
Bloodsucking succubuses, what the ♥♥♥♥ is up with this?
I've tried in this department but I ain't had no luck with this
It sucks but it's exactly what I thought it would be
Like trying to start over
I got a hole in my heart, but some kind of emotional roller coaster
Something I won't go on 'til you toy with my emotions, so it's over
It's like an explosion every time I hold you, I wasn't joking when I told you
You take my breath away
You're a supernova... and I'm a

[Chorus:]
I'm a space bound rocket ship and your heart's the moon
And I'm aiming right at you
Right at you
Two hundred fifty thousand miles on a clear night in June
And I'm aiming right at you
Right at you
Right at you

[Verse 2:]
I'll do whatever it takes
When I'm with you I get the shakes
My body aches when I ain't
With you I have zero strength
There's no limit on how far I would go
No boundaries, no lengths
Why do we say that until we get that person that we think's
Gonna be that one and then once we get 'em it's never the same?
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You want them when they don't want you
Soon as they do feelings change
It's not a contest and I ain't on no conquest for no mate
I wasn't looking when I stumbled onto you must've been fate
But so much is at stake what the ♥♥♥♥ does it take
Let's cut to the chase
'Fore a door shuts in your face
Promise me if I cave in and break and leave myself open
That I won't be making a mistake
Cause I'm a...

[Chorus]

[Verse 3:]
So after a year and six months, it's no longer me that you want
But I love you so much it hurts
Never mistreated you once
I poured my heart out to you
Let down my guard swear to God
I'll blow my brains in your lap
Lay here and die in your arms
Drop to my knees and I'm pleading
I'm trying to stop you from leaving
You won't even listen so ♥♥♥♥ it
I'm trying to stop you from breathing
I put both hands on your throat
I sit on top of you squeezing
'Til I snap your neck like a Popsicle stick
Ain't no possible reason I could think of to let you walk up out this house
And let you live
Tears stream down both of my cheeks
Then I let you go and just give
And before I put that gun to my temple
I told you this

[Gunshot]

And I would have did anything for you
To show you how much I adored you
But it's over now
It's too late to save our love
Just promise me you'll think of me every time you look up in the sky and see a star 'cause I'm a...

[Chorus:]
I'm a space bound rocket ship and your heart's the moon
And I'm aiming right at you
Right at you
Two hundred fifty thousand miles on a clear night in June
And I'm so lost without you
Without you
Without you

!. Having just finished developers amazing "Escape from the Princess" today finally got round to playing this. Very short - but
will need multiple playthroughs to get all CGs.
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Pros

Yuri!

Super cute character designs - Pumpkin is so kawaii!! I want to hug her and make all the bad endings better!

Lots of fantastic CG for such a cheap game - ranging from Pumpkin being criminally cute to ecchi yuri goodness [when
patched / using the decensor code].

Lots of humour

Cheap

Cons

POOR PUMPKIN *cries* :'( - Even her best ending is bittersweat and she tries so hard not to be an idiot. We need a
sequal to get her back into her Mistress' bed... er... I mean good books.
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